Keypad Down (KD) New Front Housing Option for Cencon S2000 Lock

Kaba Mas offers an optional Keypad Down (KD) front cover for the Cencon S2000 ATM lock. With the KD option, the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and keys are located below the dial, angled up in the direction of the user’s eye, maximizing the viewing angle.

Keypad Down is the optimal solution for installing a Cencon lock on newer ATMs with an extended panel or obstruction above the lock.

The KD front housing is available as a spare part kit for field replacements or as an option in a complete Cencon lock:

- Keypad Down housing spare part kit P/N 201136  
  list price $227.00

- Cencon S2000 lock with KD option P/N CSSS1KD006HEA2A

P/N shown has 55mm door thickness and Alarm Shunt (similar to P/N 201236US). KD option is available on any Cencon S2000 lock at same price as standard KU (Keypad Up) option. For Cencon locks with other configurations, please contact Kaba Mas Customer Service Department.

About Kaba Mas
Kaba Mas, part of the world-wide Kaba group, is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of high-security electronic locking solutions. Its complete line of self-powered, battery and mechanical locks meets virtually every container lock requirement. Kaba Mas is dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security and control.